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IF ai’ is a Banach *-algebra, an odd theta-summable Fredholm module over ~4 consists of 
the following data: a Hilbert space ti, a continuous *-representation p of d on 2, and 
a self-adjoint operator D on ti such that 
(1) there is a constant C such that // [D, p(a)] I/ I C /) a 11 for all a E ~9, and 
(2) if t > 0, then the operator eKtD2 is trace class. 
Such a Fredholm module determines a class [D] in the group K - l(d), which might be 
thought of as an odd-dimensional chain on the non-commutative space with function 
algebra &‘. 
Dually, unitary matrices g E U,(d) with entries in d represent elements of the group 
Ki (-4. 
If A0 and Ai are self-adjoint operators on 2 with the same spectrum (including 
multiplicities), the spectral flow sf(A,, A,), introduced by Atiyah-Patodi-Singer [l], is the 
integer which counts the number of eigenvalues crossing zero from below minus the number 
crossing zero from above, as we travel along the family A, = (1 - a)& + uAi in the 
direction of increasing u. 
If D is an odd theta-summable Fredholm module over D and g E U,(d) is a unitary 
matrix with entries in d, the spectral flow defines a pairing 
(D, s> = sf(D, g- ’ Dd 
between K-‘(d) and K,(d), with values in the integers. This pairing is a homotopy 
invariant function of D and g. In Section 2, we derive the following formula: 
sf(D,g-‘Dg) = -$ 
s 
1 
Tr(D),e-D:)du, 
0 
where D, = (1 - u)D + ug-‘Dg and I!&, = g-‘[D, g]. 
An elementary example is the operator 
on the Hilbert space L2(S ’ ), where S 1 is the circle parametrized by te [0, 11. If 
g : S’ + S1 c C is a differentiable map from S’ to the unit circle in the complex plane, then 
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the spectral flow sf(D, g- r Dg) equals the degree deg(g) of g. Indeed, this is clear if 
g(r) = e2nint, since 
and follows for general g since sf(D, g -i Dg) is invariant under homotopies of g. 
Our goal in this article is to express (D, g) in terms of the Chern character Ch*(D) of 
D in entire cyclic cohomology introduced by Jaffe-Lesniewski-Osterwalder [11] and the 
Chern character Ch,(g) of g in entire cyclic homology, which we discuss in Section 3. In 
Section 4, we will prove the following formula: 
CD> s> = (Ch*(Dh ‘-X.(d). 
This is the analogue for odd K-theory of the formula of Connes and Getzler-Szenes [7] for 
the index pairing in even K-theory: if D is an even theta-summable Fredholm module over 
-01, and p E MN(&) is an indempotent matrix with values in r;Q, then 
CD, P> = W*(D), Ch,(d), 
where Ch,(p) is the Chern character of the idempotent p, introduced by Hood and Jones 
[lOI. 
Since the odd Chern character is less well known than the Chern character, we have 
included, by way of an introduction, an expository Section 1, in which we discuss the odd 
Chern character in differential geometry. The main result of this section, that two different 
formulas for this Chern character are equal, is a model for the proof of the formula for 
(D, s>. 
Notation. We will denote by C(q) the complex Clifford algebra with odd generators Cir 
1 < i I q, and relations 
CiCj + CjCi = 26ij. 
This is a Z/2-graded *-algebra, with CT = Ci. 
If d is a graded module for C(q), denote by End,(,) (8) the algebra of endomorphisms of 
6 which (graded) commute with the action of C(q) or, equivalently, with the generators Ci. 
The Clifford supertrace of an operator A E _Y&,, (8) is defined by the formula (see Getzler 
[S] for the justification) 
Strc,,,(A) = (4rc)-412Str(c,. . . c,A). 
It is easily verified that this is a supertrace on End,,,,(b). 
We will denote by A” the n-simplex 
A” = {(Q, . . . ) C.,)E[O, l]“J0O + . . + 6” = l} 
with measure da = doi. . . da,,. 
1. THE ODD CHERN CHARACTER IN DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY 
If M is a smooth manifold, an element of K - l(M) may be represented by a differentiable 
map from M to the general linear group GL,(C), for N sufficiently large. In this section, we 
will represent the Chern character of such an element of K-l(M) by a closed differential 
form; this is the odd analogue of the Chern-Weil formula for the Chern character of a vector 
bundle in terms of a connection. 
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If V0 and V1 are two connections on a vector bundle F, their Chern-Simons form is the 
differential form of odd degree 
s 
1 
WO, Vl) = Tr(V,e’z)du, 
0 
where V, = (1 - u)Vo + uV1 and V, = V1 - Vo. This is the integral of the Chern character 
form Ch(q) = Tr(ed’) over the fibres of the projection [0, l] x A4 + M, where ? is the 
connection, on the trivial bundle of rank N over [0, I] x M, given by the formula 
The differential form cs(d, d + w) satisfies the transgression formula 
dcs(V,, Vi) = Ch(V,) - Ch(Vo). 
To define the Chern character of an element of K-‘(M) represented as a differentiable 
map g: M + GL,(C), we introduce a family of connections V, = d + uw on the trivial 
bundle M x CN, where o = g-‘(dg)ESZ’(M, glN(C)). Note that V. = d, while V1 = g-‘dg is 
gauge equivalent to d, and hence both connections have vanishing curvature. This shows 
that dcs(d, d + o) = 0. 
DeJinition 1.1. The Chern character Ch(g) of a differentiable map g : M -+ GL,(@) is the 
odd differential form cs(d, g-ldg). 
Since do + CI? = 0, the curvature of the connection V, is given by the formula 
v,” = - u(1 - u)w2. 
Note that Tr(02k) = iTr[w, uZk-’ ] = 0 for k > 0, so that the integrand in the Chern- 
Simons class of the family of connections V, is given by the formula 
Tr(oe’z) = ,% 9 ~~(1 - u)kTr(g2k+1). 
The explicit formula for Ch(g) follows from the definition of the beta-function: if s, t > 0, 
then 
WW) l 
B(s, t) = ~ = us + t) s a”-‘(1 - u)‘-ldu. 0 
In this way, we obtain the following result. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. The odd Chern character is a closed difSerentia1 form of odd degree, 
given by the formula 
Ch(g) = f (- l)k (2ky l), Tr(ozk+‘). 
k=O 
It follows from this 
Let gt, t E [0, 11, be 
formula that Ch(g) + Ch(g-‘) = 0. 
a differentiable family of maps from M to GL,(@). This may be 
thought of as a differentiable map G from [O, l] x M to GL,(@), and as such, it has a Chern 
character Ch(&. This may be decomposed 
Ch(i) = Ch(g,) + dt A &(gt), 
where Ch(g,) and %(gt) are independent of dt. 
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PROPOSITION 1.3. The secondary Chern character %(gt) is given by the formula 
Er(gt) = f (- l)k &Tr(y;Lq, A WY), 
k=O 
and satis$es the transgression formula 
; Ch(g,) = dz(gt). 
Proof: Observe that 
0 = w, + g; 1 &dt. 
From this, we see that 
Zk+l 
$Zk+’ = &k+l 
t + 1 of A g;‘&dt A &k-i. 
i=O 
Taking the trace of both sides gives 
Tr(Gzk+‘) = Tr(o:k+’ ) + (2k + 1)dt A Tr(g;‘& A ofk), 
from which the formula for %(g,) follows. 
The transgression formula is a consequence of the fact that Ch(i) is closed: 
(dt A &+d)Ch(q)=dCh(g,)+dt A (&Ch(g,)-d%(g,)). 0 
This proposition shows that the cohomology class of Ch(g) depends only on the 
homotopy class of the map g: M + GL,(@). Since Ch(g @ h) = Ch(g) + Ch(h), it follows 
that the odd Chern character defines a homomorphism 
Ch:K-1(M)+&32i+1(M,C). 
i=O 
The Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence shows that this is an isomorphism after tensoring 
with @. 
In the special case where M is the circle S’, the Chern character Ch(g) is given by the 
formula 
Ch(g) = Tr(g-‘(dg)) = dlogdet(g), 
so that the Chern character is related to the degree by the formula 
1 - 
s 27ci so 
Ch(g) = deg(det(g): S’ + GL,(@)). 
This formula has a generalization for any odd-dimensional sphere. 
PROPOSITON 1.4. Zf g : S 2k-1 + GL,(@) is a difirentiable map, then 
1 
k (- 271i) s 
Wg) = - de(g). 
s2+1 
Proof: Let C(2k) be the Clifford algebra of R 2k, and let S * be the associated half spinor 
representations, of rank 2k-‘. Let xi be the basis of R2k, and denote c(Xi) by Cie By Bott 
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periodicity, the map from Szk- ’ to GL+ I (02) given by the formula 
g(x) = czkc(x)EGLzk-,(@) c End(S+) 
has degree 1, and generators nzk- i(GLN(@)) for N large. Thus, it suffices to prove the 
theorem for this map g. 
The formula for mzk- ’ over all of S 2k-1 follows from its value at y = (0,. . . , 0, I), since 
o is equivariant under the action of SO(2k). But 
2k 
o(y) = - c czkcidx’, 
i=l 
and it follows that, modulo terms proportional dxZk, 
o(y)2k-1 = - c cZkc,(i). . .CPkC,(2k-1)dXn’2k-1’ 
nPS2r - 1 
= &, dx=(” A . . . A dX=(2k- ‘k,(1). . .C,(Zk_ 1)CZk 
= (- l)k(2k - l)!dX’ A . . . A dX2k-‘C1. . .CZk. 
Since ikc, . . . c2k acts by k 1 on S’, we see that Trs+(cl . . cZk) = (- i)k2k-1, so that 
Ch(&- 11 = (- l)k-’ 
(k - l)! 
(2k _ l)! Tr(oZk- ‘) 
= - ;(- 2Qk(k - l)!vol, 
where vol is the Riemannian volume form on S 2k-1. But the volume of the sphere Szk-’ 
equals 2nk/(k - l)!, and we see that 
1 
(- 27ri)k s 
Ch(g) = - 1, 
S2& 1 
as was to be shown. cl 
There is another formula for the odd Chern character Ch(g), obtained by associating to 
g a superconnection on the trivial Z/2-graded vector bundle d over [0, 00) x M with fibre 
CNiN = CN @ CN. Consider the odd endomorphism of &, 
p=(; -go’), 
satisfying p2 = - 1. Denoting the coordinate of [0, co) by s, we introduce the superconnec- 
tion 
A=d+sp 
on 8, with curvature A2 = sdp - s* + dsp. The Chern form Ch(&) of the superconnection 
& is the even differential form Str(e”*) on [0, co) x M. If c1 is a differential form on 
[0, co) x M, denote by JF a the integral of CI along the fibres of the projection of [0, cc) x M 
to M. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. 
s cc Ch(&) = Ch(g) 0 
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Proof: Since Str((dp)2k) = 0, we see that 
Str(eA2) = kgo (2k : I), Str(p(dp)2kf1)~Zk+1e-s2ds, 
and hence 
The change of variables t = s2 gives 
s * 1 m ++le-s2dS = _ s k! 2 0 rke-‘dr = - 0 2’ 
Denote g-l(dg) by o, and (dg)g-’ = gag-l by 0. Taking care to observe the sign rule for 
graded tensor products, we see that 
from which we see that 
SWpVp) 2k+1) = (- I)kStr _ .o,+, 
> 
= 2( - l)kStr(&k + ‘). 
The result follows. 0 
The coincidence between the two formulas for the odd Chern character may be partially 
explained by extending the superconnection A to the trivial Z/Zgraded bundle with fibre 
CNIN over the product [0, l] x [0, co) x M. This superconnection, which we again denote A, 
is given by the formula 
A=d+updp+sp= 
and has curvature 
A2 = u( 1 - u) (dp)2 + du A p dp + s( 1 - 2~) dp + ds p - s2. 
Ifs > 0, denote by Jy, Str(eA’)EQ*(M) the integral of the differential form Str(e@), over 
the fibres of the projection [0, l] x {s} x M + M, oriented in the direction of increasing u. 
We see from the explicit formula for A2 that 
r Str(e”‘) = 0(e-s2i2) 
J Ys 
as s -+ co, while 
s Str(e@) = Ch(g) - Ch(g-r) = 2Ch(g). 70 
Similarly, if UE [O, 11, denote by Jr, Str(e”)EQ*(M) the integral of Str(e@), over the 
fibres of the projection {u} x [0, co) x M -+ M, oriented in the direction of increasing s. 
Examination of the formula for AZ shows that 
s i-0 
Str(e”‘) = - lrl Str(eA2) = 1: Ch(A). 
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Finally, denote by Jco, 1l x [,,, mj Str(eAz) the integral of Str(e”‘) over 
projection [0, l] x [0, co] x A4 -+ M. Then Stokes’s theorem shows that 
Str(eA2) - Str(eA2) = Str(e’*) - lim Str(eA*) + d 
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the fibres of the 
Str(e”*). 
J 1-o J YO s-4, JYS J IO,11 x VJ,oo) 
Proposition 1.5 shows that the exact differential form d Jro, II x [o, ooj Str(e”‘) is in fact equal to 
zero. 
The goal of this paper is to “quantize” the calculations of this section: we replace the 
manifold by a Banach algebra d, the differential forms by entire cyclic chains CO(&), and 
the exterior differential by a theta-summable Fredholm module D over d. The analogue of 
the Chern-Simons class cs(d, 9-l dg) will be the spectral flow sf(D, g_lDg) between the 
operators D and g- ’ Dg = D + g- ’ [D, g], while th e analogue of Proposition 1.5 will give 
the desired formula for this integer as a pairing in entire cyclic homology. 
2. SPECTRAL FLOW 
Let Do be a theta-summable Fredholm operator on a Hilbert space Z, that is, 
a self-adjoint operator such that e -tD2 is trace class for all t > 0. In this section, we will study 
the affine Banach manifold 0 modelled on U,(Z), the real Banach space of self-adjoint 
bounded linear operators on A“, 
Q = {D = Do + AIAEY&Y)}, 
which is a space of “connections.” Let B be the “gauge group” 
3 = {sE u(*)l II PO, sl II < ~4. 
This group acts on @ by conjugation: 
g.(Do+A)=g-‘(Do+.4)g=Do+g-1[Do,g]+g-’Ag. 
There is an evident stratification of @ by Y-invariant sets 
@‘k = {D 1 dim ker(D) = k}. 
Denote by Grk(X) the Banach manifold of rank k subspaces of the Hilbert space 2, and by 
Grk(X) the Banach manifold of corank k subspaces of 2”. 
THEOREM 2.1. The stratification (@k} of @ has the following properties. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Each @k is a submanifold of Q of finite codimension k(k + 1)/2, and the closure of 
@k equals @ku@k+I u.. . . 
(local finiteness) Each point in 0 has a neighborhood meeting finitely many strata @k. 
(Whitney’s Condition B) Let k < 1. If (Xi) c @k and (yi) c @t are sequences converg- 
ing to y E @t, such that the tangent lines Xiyi converge to L E Gr, (A?), and the tangent 
spaces TxiQk converge to TEG~~(X), then L c T. 
Furthermore, the submanifolds a,, are cooriented, that is, the normal bundle of the embedding 
@k 4 @ is an orientable vector bundle. 
Proof We follow closely the proof of Lemme 1 on page 295 of Ruget [ 131. If Dl E (Dk, let 
so E Grk(#) be the kernel of Dl, and let sl be its orthogonal complement. For DE @, we 
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write, with respect to the decomposition 2 = ~4’~ @ sl, 
D= 
where aEL?*(20), bE _Y’(Afl, lfO), c = b*, and dE_YP*(Z1). Let U t @ be the neighbor- 
hood of D, on which d is invertible. Consider the map 
F(D) = a - bd-‘c: U * 9*(X0), 
which is clearly a submersion. 
The stratification of _Yp*(~O) by subsets (El0 I i I k}, where 
vi = (A E 9P,(XO)ldim ker(A) = i}, 
is a Whitney stratification (see Section 1.2 of Gibson et al. [S]). Since Qi n U = F- ‘( V,), we 
see that the stratification {I n UIO I i I k} is a Whitney stratification of U. Since sets of 
the form U cover @, properties (2-3) of the stratification follow, 
Since I$ = {O}, we see that @n U = F-‘(O); thus Qk n U is a submanifold of Q of 
codimension equal to the dimension of 9,(#,), namely k(k + 1)/2. This also shows that 
@)k is a cooriented submanifold of 0, since the normal bundle of the embedding 
(0) 4 9, (X0) is canonically oriented. i? 
COROLLARY 2.2. There is a fundamental class [ml] E H’(Q, @,). 
Proof: By the above theorem, the stratum Ql is a cooriented codimension 1 sub- 
manifold of 0,. The boundary of CD, is the union of strata 
and thus has codimension 3 in @. Since codim(dO,,) 2 codim(@,,) + 2, Proposition 2.3 of 
Ruget [13] is applicable, and shows the existence of the fundamental class of Q1 in CD. q 
Let I = [0, l] be the unit interval, with boundary aZ = (0, 1). It follows from Corollary 
2.2 that if ?:(I, al) + (Q, a,,) is a path in 0 whose endpoints lie in @,, there is a well-defined 
intersection number #(y, Ql)~ Z between y and 01, defined by integrating the pull-back 
y* [a11 E H’ (I, al) over the fundamental class [I] E Hl (I, al) of (I, a1). 
DeJnition 2.3. (Atiyah-Patodi-Singer [l]) If Do and D, are two elements of QO, and y is 
the path y, = (1 - t)Do + tD, joining them, then the spectral flow sf(D,, D,)EZ is the 
intersection number # (y, CD,) of y with the submanifold Q1. 
Our goal in this section is to prove an analytic formula for sf(DO, Dl). Our approach is 
inspired by that of Bismut and Freed [3], who work in the setting of Dirac operators. We 
start by defining an analogue of the eta-invariant of Atiyah-Patodi-Singer. Recall that if 
D is a Dirac operator on a compact oriented odd dimensional manifold, the eta-invariant is 
the number 
1 m 
9=p 
s 
Tr(De-‘D’)t-“2dt. 
0 
However, the existence of this eta-invariant relies on special properties of differential 
operators, so we need to regularize this formula, by truncating the integral near t = 0: if 
E > 0, let 
1 m 
V& = p 
s 
Tr(De-‘D2)t-112 dt. 
E 
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We also introduce a one-form ~1, on a’, defined by the formula 
a,(X) = (&r)1i2Tr(Xe-“DZ), where XE To@ r y*(Z). 
Both E, and CI, are invariant under the action of 9. 
The following lemma will be used in estimating the derivatives of vE. 
LEMMA 2.4. ZfD = Do + A E 0, where D is a theta-summable operator and A E 3’,(X). 
then for t > 0 and s 2 0, 
s = 0, 
er’la~~zTr(e-‘D~/4), s > 0. 
Proof: Since D2 = (Do + A)’ = (1 - s’)Dg + (ED,, + s_rA)’ + (1 - E-~)A~, we see 
that 
D2>(1-c2)D;-~-21/A112. 
If A 2 B are self-adjoint, then eA 2 e ‘. As in the proof of Theorem C of Getzler-Szenes [7], 
we see that 
Tr(e-‘D2) 5 eE-2rlAi2Tr(e-(‘-“‘)tDa). 
Set E = 2-‘j2; this proves the lemma for s = 0. 
If s > 0, apply the Holder inequality 
Tr(lDISe-‘D2) 5 (I IDlse-1D2’2 II Tr(eerD212). 
Since l,?(se-ta212 I (s/et)-S’2, the result follows. 0 
PROPOSITION 2.5. 
(1) IX, has a locally bounded first derivative, and da, = 0. 
(2) The regularized eta-invariant qE has a locally bounded second derivative on QO, and 
dq, = 2u.,. 
Proof: In the proof that CI, has locally bounded first derivative, we set E = 1: the general 
case follows by replacing Do by E”~D,. 
The derivative of a is given by the formula 
V,@(X) = -& s 1 Tr(Xe-“D’(DY - YD)e-(‘-“‘D2)da 0 
= $@AX Y) + 4D, Y,X)), 
where 
s 1 a(D, X, Y) = Tr(XDewuDZ ye-Cl -c)D2)da. 0 
We apply the Holder inequality for the trace: if co + . . . + ok = 1, 
Tr(A,. . .A,) 5 Tr(lAl”~‘)bO. .Tr(~~k~b;l)uk. 
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It follows that, with D = DO + A, 
s 1 l4Q X, Y)l I II X II II YII Tr(lDI”-1e-D2)aTr(e-D2)1-ado 0 
I II X II II YI/ ell A112 Tr(e-Di’4) 
s 
’ (eo)-“‘do, 
0 
where on the last line we have applied Lemma 2.4. This shows that the derivative of ~1, is 
locally bounded. 
We now show that dy, = CI, on Qo. If X is a tangent vector to @, 
dvE(X ) = -& s m Tr(Xe-‘D’)t- 1/2 dt E 
1 m1 _- 
&/2 
ss 
Tr(DeCSrD’ t(DX + XD)e-“-S)‘D2)t-1/2 dsdt 
E 0 
1 OZ 
s 
Tr(Xe-‘D2)t-“2 dt - -& 
s 
m =711/2 Tr(XD2e-‘D’)t’i2 dt. 
E E 
A little manipulation shows that 
s 
co 
Tr(XD2e-‘DZ)t1i2 dt = - 
E s 
sm i Tr(Xe-‘D’)t’/2 dt 
= s m d(t”2) f=CC Tr(XeefD’) E dt dt - Tr(Xe-‘D’)t’iZ *=.Z 
1 O” 
=- 
s 2 E 
Tr(Xe-‘D’)t- 1/2 dt + e112 Tr(Xe-@). 
In the last step, we have used the fact that D is invertible, and hence that Tr(XePfDZ) decays 
exponentially as t + co: if Iti0 is the lowest eigenvalue of D, 
I Tr(XeCtD2) I I 1) X /I I/ e-“- ‘jD2 II Tr(eeD’) = O(e-I”;). 
The formula dq, = 2~1, on mO follows. In particular, since dqe has a locally bounded first 
derivative, it follows that qE has a locally bounded second derivative. 
It only remains to show that dcc, = 0. This can be shown explicitly, but it also suffices to 
observe that a, is exact on mo, which is the complement of a set of codimension one, and it 
has a locally bounded first derivative. 0 
From this proposition follows an analytic formula for the spectral flow. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let y(u) = D, be a diflerentiable family of operators in a, such that Do and 
Dl are invertible. Then 
sf(Do, Dl) = - 
s 
a, + f~,(Dr) - trl(Do) 
Y 
E 
l/2 1 
= - 0 s Tr(D),e-“DU) du + 3qa(Dl) - tq(Do). II 0 
Proof. Since the differential form CC, is closed, it follows that the integral s, ~1, is invariant 
under isotopies of the differentiable path y fixing the endpoints. By Theorem 2.2, there is an 
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isotopy from y to a path transversal to aI : thus, we may as well suppose that it is y which is 
transversal to @r. 
Let O<ur < ... < uk < 1 be the sequence of times at which y(u) intersects Or. By 
Proposition 2.5, y* yl, is a differentiable function of u E [0, 11, except at the points Ui. Since 
the function 
VA4 =.-& J 
cc 
~e-U~~u-“2~u 
E 
satisfies a,(O+) = f 1, we see that 
1 
=_ - ( J 2 v he + SADI) - tl,Po) > 3 
where in the second line we have applied the fundamental theorem of calculus. The theorem 
follows from the formula dr], = 2cz,. 0 
COROLLARY 2.7. If D is a theta-summable Fredholm operator and geY, then for E > 0, 
sf(D, g-‘Dg) = ; 
l/2 1 
0 J Tr(D),e-“Dt)du, 0 
where D, = (1 - u)D + ug-‘Dg. 
Proof: Since ye, is invariant under the action of 3, the terms qE(D) and qE(g- 1 Dg) cancel 
in the formula of Theorem 2.6 0 
As an application of this result, we outline a calculation of the spectral flow 
sf(D, g-l Dg) in the special case where D is the Dirac operator on a compact odd 
dimensional spin-manifold of dimension 2k + 1, and g is a differentiable map from M to 
U(N). The Dirac operator is i-l times the composition 
I-(M, 9’)A I-(M, T* M @ 9’) 5 I-(M, 9’) 
and is a self-adjoint operator. (Here, V” is the natural connection on the spinor bundle 
Y over M induced by the Levi-Civita connection on the tangent bundle TM). Note that 
our conventions differ from those of Berline-Getzler-Vergne [2], since we use the Clifford 
algebra such that ~(0)~ = la)‘. 
If S is the spinor module for the Clifford algebra C(2k + 1) and Tr denotes the trace over 
S and if 1 I ir < . . < i, 2 2k + 1, then 
i 
(2i)k, m=2k+ 1, 
Tr(ci, . . .ci,) = 0, O<m<2k+l, 
2k, m = 0. 
Since the operator Due -ED: involves an odd number of Clifford variables, we see that 
only the coefficient of cl. . . cZk+ 1 with respect to any local orthonormal frame of the 
tangent bundle contributes to the trace Tr(D,emED2 u). Thus, we may apply the same 
asymptotic analysis as is used to prove the Atiyah-Singer index theorem in Chapter 4 of 
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[2]. This shows that we may make the following replacements: 
.s’12D u = i- ’ e1j2 c(w) exterior multiplication by i- ’ o 
-ED2 e u A^(M) ,, e(d+W2 
(2i)k 
s 
. l/2 
Tr(. . .) 
(47c)k +1’2 M 
Tr(. . .) = (,;)k+l 
s 
MTr(. . .) 
where 
and R E R2(M, End( T* M)) is the Riemannian curvature. This allows us to replace 
Tr(D,e-“D;) du 
1 1 ^ 
- (_ .-qk+l o 
ss 
MA(M) A Tr(we 
V+uW2)dU = _ 1 
(- 2ni)k+1 s 
i(M) A Ch(g). 
M 
Here, the integral over u is calculated by the same method as in the proof of Proposition 1.2. 
Thus, we obtain the following result. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let M be a compact spin-manifold of dimension 2k + 1, with Dirac 
operator D. Zf g is a differentiable map from M to U(N), then 
sf(D,g-‘Dg)= - 
1 
(- 2ni)k+’ s 
A^(M) A Ch(g). 
M 
Note that if M is the sphere S2k+1, then A^(M) = 1, and we see by Proposition 1.4 that 
sf(D,g-‘Dg) = - 
1 
(- 27ci)k+1 s 
Ch(g) = deg(& M 
generalizing the well-known result for the circle. 
3. THE ODD CHERN CHARACTER IN CYCLIC HOMOLOGY 
If A is an algebra over a ring R, the space of cyclic chains of degree n is defined to be 
C,(A) = A @(A/R)@“. 
Denote the element a0 0. . . 0 a,, of C,(A) by (ao, . . . , a,). Sometimes, we will write this as 
(a0,. . . , an)” in order to make the degree n explicit. The operators b : C,(A) + C, _ 1(A) and 
B: C,(A) + C,+,(A) are given by the formulas 
b(ao,. . . ) ak) = ,f (- l)‘(ao,. . . , ai+ I 4, . . . , a,), + (- l)“+‘(a,aoal,. . . , anel) 
i=l 
n 
Bh, . . , a,) = 2 (- l)“‘(l, ai,. . , a,, ao, . . , 4-l). 
i=O 
It is a standard calculation that the operators b and B are well defined, and that 
b2 = B2 = bB + Bb = 0. 
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From the spaces C,(A), we may form the graded vector space C,(&‘)[uI], of which the 
degree n summand consists of power series 
C” + UC,+2 + u*u,+4 +. . . 
where ci E C,(A): thus, we treat u as a formal variable of degree - 2. On C,(A)[uj, we have 
the differential b + uB, of total degree - 1. The homology of this operator is the negative 
cyclic homology HC; (A) of Goodwillie [9] and Jones [12]. 
In order to define the Chern character of an invertible matrix, we start by considering 
the universal example, the element x in the group algebra R [x, x-‘1 of the infinite cyclic 
group. The universal Chern character is the degree 1 cyclic chain on R [x, x- ‘1 given by the 
formula 
Ch,(x) = f ukk!(x-l,x,. . . ,X-l,X)Zk+l. 
k=O 
PROPOSITION 3.1. 
(1) (b + uB)Ch*(x) = 0 
(2) (b + nB) 2 ukk!(l, x-l, x, . . . ,x-l, &k+2 + Ch,(x) + Ch,(x-‘) = 0 
k=O 
Proof: It is easily seen that 
b(x-‘,x ,..., x-l,x)Zk+l = -(1,x-‘,x ,..,, x-1,x)2k+(1,x,x-1,. . .,X,X-l)zk. 
On the other hand, 
B(x-‘,x,. . . ,X-‘,&+l 
= (k + 1)(1,X-1,X,. . . ,X-l, X)2k+2 - (k + I)(& X, X-l,. . . ,X, X-l)zk+Z. 
From this, the formula (b + uB)Ch,(x) = 0 follows immediately. 
A similar calculation shows that 
b(l,x-‘,x,. . . ,X-l,&k+2 = -(x-l,&. . ,X-‘,.&k+l +(x,x-‘,. . . ,x,x-‘)zk+l, 
while B(1, x-l, x,. . . ,x-l, x)Zk+Z = 0. From this, part (2) follows. 0 
Now, suppose that gEGLN(A) is an invertible matrix with entries in A. Then the map 
‘x H g induces a map from R [x, x- ‘1 to the algebra of square matrices MN(A) with entries 
in A, and hence a map of mixed complexes C,(R[x, x-‘1) + C,(M,(A)). The trace map 
Tr(a,, . . . , a,) = 1 ((aO)ioi13 (“l)i*i*, . . . 3 (an)inio) 
Osio. ,i,N 
induces a map of mixed complexes C,(M,(M,(A)) -+ C,(A). The image of Ch,(x) under the 
composition of these maps is the Chern character of the invertible element g E GL,(A), and 
is denoted by Ch,(g). 
It is instructive to analyse this Chern character in the special case that A = C”(M) is the 
algebra of differentiable functions on M. In this case, there is a map of complexes 
~:(C,(C”(M))[u1, b + us) -+ (Q*(W[uII, 4, 
defined by the formula 
a(a,, . . ,a.)=Loda,. . . 
u”n! 
da,,. 
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If g is a differentiable map of from M to the Lie group CL,(@), it is easily checked that the 
image of Ch,(g) in O*(M)[u] is the Chern character Ch(g) of Section 1. 
The odd Chern character may also be studied in the setting of entire cyclic homology. 
We now suppose that d is a Banach algebra, and n-chains are now defined using the 
projective tensor product rather than the algebraic tensor product. The Z/Zgraded 
topological vector space CT(&) of entire cyclic chains is the space of series of chains 
co + Cl + c2 + . . such that the norm 
I/co + Cl + cz +. . II1 = SUP& lIc,/I 
is finite for some A > 0. The operators b and B, defined by the same formulas as before, are 
bounded on CW, (d), and the homology of the operator b + B is the entire cyclic homology, 
denoted H’;;‘(d). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. 1f g E GL,,(&‘), then 
C&(g) = f k!Tr(g-‘, g,. . . , g-l, d2k+l 
k=O 
is a closed element of CE (~2). 
Proof. Indeed, the norm of Chlk+ i(g) is bounded by k! I( g-i Ilk+ ’ )I g I\“+ ‘, so that 
II W.(g) 11~ is finite for A < (4 II g- ’ II II g II I- ‘. 0 
The following result, analogous to Proposition 1.3, shows that the odd Chern character 
in cyclic homology is homotopy invariant. We omit the proof, which is straightforward. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let d be a Banach algebra. Zf gt : [0, l] -+ E GL,(d) is a diflerentiable 
family of invertible matrices with entries in d, denote by Ch,(g,) the entire cyclic chain 
%,(gf)= f k! 5 Tr(g-‘,g,. . . ,g-l,g,g-li,s-l,s,. . . ,gd1,gh+2 
k=O i=O 
Then we have the formula 
$ Ch,(gt) = (b + B@hg,). 
Thus, the homology class of Ch,(g) is homotopy invariant in the entire cyclic homology 
group H? (&). 
APPENDIX. ANOTHER APPROACH TO THE ODD CHERN CHARACTER 
There is an alternative approach to the universal Chern character Ch,(x) which makes use of the 
product on the cyclic bar complex of a graded commutative algebra which was constructed in 
Getzler-Jones [6]. We will show that the universal Chern character character is the analogue of the 
Maurer-Cartan form. This calculation is related to Fedosov’s construction of the Chern character of 
an idempotent [4]. 
Recall that in the article [6], we constructed multilinear operators 
Bk : C*(Apk + C*(A), 
such that B1 is the just the usual operator B, and the higher Bk share with B the property that their. 
image lies in the space of chains of the form (1, a,, . , a,), and they vanish on chains of this form. As 
a simple example, 
&((x),(Y)) = (1, x3 Y), 
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If & is commutative, we define a product on C,(&)[u] by the formula 
a,ocf2 =al*az-(- l)~‘i~uB2(al,a2), 
where a, * a2 is the shuffle product. 
LEMMA 3.4. The right inverse of the chain (x)EC,(C[X, x-‘])[~a for the product 0 is 
given by the forkfuls 
(x)-l = f dk!(x-‘,X1.. ,x,x-‘),, 
k=O 
Proof: Observe that (x) 0 (x- ‘) = (1) - u( 1, x, x- ‘). It follows that the right inverse of 
(x) is given by the series 
k$ U”(x-‘)~(l, x, x-i)&. 
An easy induction shows that 
(l,X,X-l)k=k!(l,x,x-l )..., X,X-i)2k, 
and the formula follows. 
COROLLARY 3.5. u Ch,(x) = (b + uB)(x) 0 (x)- i. 
Proof: Note that u-‘(b + u@(x) = (1, x). From 
5 
the lemma, we see that 
0 
(l,x)c(x)-’ = 1 Ukk!(l,X)o(X-l,x,. I ,X,X-‘)Zk 
k=O 
= kzo t.tkk!(X-l,X,. . . ,.x-‘,x)Zk+, 
= Ch,(x). 0 
4. THETA-SUMMARLE FREDHOLM MODULES 
In this section, we will give a formula for the spectral flow in terms of entire cyclic 
homoIogy. Recall from the introduction that an odd theta-summable Fredholm module 
over a Banach *-algebra d consists of a *-representation of &’ on a Hilbert space 
~9 together with a theta-summable Fredholm operator D on Z such that 
I/ [D, p(a)] /I < C/la /I for all UE&, for some constant C. 
Let us introduce the more general notion of a degree q theta-summable Fredholm 
module: this is a theta-summable Fredholm module such that the underlying Hilbert space 
d is a Hilbert module for C(q), and the Fredholm operator 9 and repreesentation p of 
~8’ commute with the action of C(q). In fact, we prefer to change our conventions lightly by 
taking the Fredholm operator D to be skew-adjoint. 
Given an odd theta-summable Fredholm module, we may replace the Hilbert space 
Z by a Z/2-graded Hilbert space 8 = X’ @ Cl”, such that d + 2 d - z #. This is a 
module over the Clifford algebra C(l), with generator given by the matrix 
0 1 
c, = c i 10’ 
TOP 32:3-E 
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Elements aed act diagonally on &. Define the operator 93 to be the matrix 
9=(; -“);. it 1s skew-adjoint, odd, and (graded) commutes with the action of C(1). 
Thus, 9 defines a degree 1 theta-summable Fredholm module for d. 
Suppose ~2 is a degree g theta-summable Fredholm module. Define a multilinear form 
on $PC(4,(F) by the formula 
(A,, . . . , ‘%I) = 
s 
Strc(q)(AOeuoir2. . A,e”~g2)do; 
A” 
recall that Str,(,,(A) = (47~-~” Str(cl . . . c,A). 
Dejinition 4.1. The Chern character of a degree q theta-summable Fredholm module is 
the entire cyclic cocycle on d given by the formula 
Ch”@)(a,, . . . ,4) = <&I, cg, 41, . . . 3 cg, %I >. 
Note that Ch*(9) is even (odd) if q is even (odd). In the special case that 9 is the 
degree 1 Fredholm module constructed as above from an odd Fredholm module, we define 
Ch*(D) to equal Ch*(g). The following formula is an easy exercise. 
PROPOSION 4.2. The Chern character of an odd theta-summuble Fredholm module (D, 2) 
is the odd entire cyclic cochuin given by the formula 
Ch2k+1(W(u,_,, . . , %k+l) 
(- Ilk 
=n’iz s Tr(uOe-b0D2[D, uI]e-u1D2. . . [D, U2k+I]e-b2k+1D2)d~. AX‘+ L 
The main result of this article is the following formula. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let D be un odd theta-summuble Fredholm module over the Bunach 
*-algebra d. If gEUN(-C4) is a unitary matrix with values in d, then 
sf(D, g-l J&l = (Ch*P), Ch,(d). 
Proof. The proof is quite similar to the construction at the end of Section 1. Let 
8 @ CNIN be the Hilbert space obtained by tensoring 8 with the graded vector space CNIN. 
Introduce the odd element p E AZ! @ End(CNIN), represented by the matrix 
p = (; -;-‘), 
which satisfies p2 = - 1 
LEMMA 4.4. 
Ch*(9), ‘f k! Str(p, 
k=O 
Proof: Since 
. d&k+ 1 = Wh*@h Ch,(g)) 
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and (paymg careful attention to the sign rule) 
[g, pJeua2[g, p]eT9* = ( 4 [9, g] erg2 ca’ ‘-lie o 0 [9, g]ebB2[9, g-l]e@ > ’ 
we see that 
StrG, C% PI,. . . ,C~,~l~=~~~g~‘,C~~gl,...,C~~g~‘l,C~,gl~ 
-Tr(g,C~,g-‘l,...,C~,gl,C~,g-‘I). 
This shows that 
f k!(Ch*@), Str(p, . . . , p) 2k+ 1) = (Ch*@), C&&d - C&b-‘I). 
k=O 
By Proposition 2.1 (2), Ch, (g - ’ ) is cohomoiogous to Ch, (g). Since Ch* (9) is closed, we see 
that (Ch*@), Ch,(g-‘)) = - (Ch*(@, Ch,(g), completing the proof of the lemma. 0 
Let 9. be the family of degree 1 theta-summable Fredholm operators acting on the 
H/2-graded Hilbert module d @ CNIN, parametrized by u E [0, l] and given by the formula 
SU = (1 - U)Q + lq~~. 
Let BU,$ be the family of degree 1 theta-summable Fredholm operators acting on the 
Z/Zgraded Hilbert module & @ @IN, parametrized by (a, s) in the strip [0, l] x [0, co), and 
given by the formula 
22’,., = 9@ + sp = ( 23 + ug-‘C~,gl - sg-’ sg 5% - ug[Q, g-l] > . 
We introduce the superconnection A = d + gu,, acting on the trivial degree 1 Clifford 
module over [O, 1 J x [0, co) with fibre d @ @ N’N The curvature of A is given by the formula .
A2 = 9: + dug u + ~(1 - 24-3, p] + dsp - s2. 
The Chern character of A is the one-form on CO, I] x CO, co) given by the formula 
Ch(A) = StrC(rj(ew2) 
= duStrc(l,(a,eD:+s(l-2u)[0,Pl-s2) + dsStrc(l)(pe~~f”(l-2”)1~,~1-sZ). 
The same method of proof as that of Proposition 2.5 shows that 
ICh(A)( + Ic?,Ch(A)I + ld,Ch(A)I = O(emS2”), 
and that Ch(A) is closed. 
Let r, be the contour (a> x CO, a), oriented in the direction of increasing s, and let ys be 
the contour CO, l] x {s}, oriented in the direction of increasing u. Since Ch(A) is closed, it 
follows that 
LEMMA 4.5. 
J Ch(A) = 2 sf(D, g - 1 Dg) 70 
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Proof Observe that 
9 " 
0 
= ( g++ug-‘C%d 0 9 - ugC~,g-‘l 1 
= 
I D + ug-‘CD, 0 sl -D-ug-‘[D,g] 0 D - ugCD,g-‘I 0 - D + ug[D, 0 g-‘-J 
From this formula and the definition of Str,,,,, it follows that 
~yoWV = j-; s 1 TW’CD, de- (D+w’P~cW)~U _ WgCD, g-‘le -(D-w[Dd’W)&. 0 
Corollary 2.7 shows that the first term equals sf(D, g_lDg) and the second equals 
sf(gDg - ‘9 D). But invariance of spectral flow under conjugation shows that 
sf(D,g-‘Dg)=sf(gDg-‘,D), 
proving the lemma. 0 
In order to prove the theorem, it suffices to prove that 
Lch(AJ=L CW’V = ;(Ch*(D), Ch,(p)). 
Restricted to the contour To, the curvature A2 takes the form 
A2 = 9’ - s* + s[9, p] + dsp. 
The exponential of the curvature may be expanded in a series by means of Duhamel’s 
formula, giving 
Ch(A) = f 
2k+l 
s2k+1e-s2ds c ~~,C~,pl,...,C~,~l,p,C~,pl,...,C~,~l~ 
k=O i=O 
MM 
i times 2k + 1 - i times 
= kzo S2k+1e-s2 ds<p, C9, ~19, . 3 C% PI >. 
\ I ” 
2k + 1 times 
Thus, we see that 
s Ch(A) = f l-0 s m s2k+1e--s2 Zk+l ds c (P, C9, ~1, . 3 Cg> PI > k=O 0 i=O L J 
” 
2k + 1 times 
The change of variables t = s2 gives 
s m 1 cc S2k+le-s2dS = _ s k! 2 0 tke-‘& = - 0 2’ 
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and we see that 
s WA)=: Ch*(9), f k! Str(p, . . ..~)~k+~) . l-0 k=O 
It is easy to see that the integral over rI is the negative of that over To, since the curvature is 
identical except that the term [D, p] changes sign. 0 
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